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Jamaican Stock Market

Real GDP Expands by 1.4% in Q4
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Weekly Movement in Indices
Indices
JSE Combined Index
JSE Market Index
All Jamaican Composite
Jamaica Select Index
JSE Cross Listed Index

Closing Levels

Change

81,750.55
79,531.75
84,535.18
2,281.99
660.58

-253.56
-82.54
+214.60
+16.42
-6.22

Most Active Stocks
Units Traded

%

JMMB

21,548,461

45.06%

LIME

9,542,137

19.96%

LASD

2,995,397

6.26%

Top Winners & Losers This Week
$ Change

% Change

Winner: JAMT

$0.62

19.81%

Winner:LIME

$0.02

6.06%

Loser:PTL

-$0.32

-10.00%

Loser:PURITY

-$0.09

-7.83%

After successfully meeting all the quantitative performance
criteria under the third IMF review, Jamaica received even more
positive news last week. According to the Planning Institute of
Jamaica (PIOJ), it is estimated that real GDP expanded by 1.4%
during the October-December 2013 quarter. This represented
the second consecutive quarter of growth and reflected the
continued strengthening of most industries. Real value added
for the Goods Producing and the Services Industries increased
4.0% and 0.6%, respectively. The outturn during the quarter was
positively influenced by: increased external demand for bauxite &
alumina as well as tourism services, increased construction related
activities including road-works, residential and hotel construction
and larger agricultural output.
The Agriculture and Mining & Quarrying industries grew by 10.0%
and 12.0%, respectively, recording the highest increases within
the Goods-Producing Industries. Manufacture was the only GoodsProducing industry which declined, down 0.7%. As the agriculture
sector recovers from the aftermath of Hurricane Sandy, it is expected
that output will continue to improve in subsequent quarters. We
are however aware of drought conditions which could temper the
recovery effects. The more favourable growth forecast for the
global economy this year, and in particular advanced economies,
should see greater industrial and consumption activities. Jamaica
will likely experience some pass-through benefits, primarily
manifested in higher demand for export of goods and services. As
it relates to the construction sector, there have been positive signs
particularly over the last three quarters, which suggests greater
confidence in the outlook for the local economy. During Q4 there
was an increase in building construction activities due largely to
an expansion in residential construction. The value of mortgages
increased by 3.3% relative to the corresponding quarter of 2012
while housing Starts increased by 50.0%.
For the calendar year 2013, real GDP is estimated to have
been relatively flat with growth of 0.1%. This compares with a
contraction of 0.5% recorded in 2012. The growth recorded for
the calendar year reflected a strengthening of performance in the
latter half of the year. For 2013, both the Goods Producing and
Services Industries grew by 0.1%. The PIOJ expects real GDP
for the January–March 2014 quarter to grow within the range of
1.0% to 2.0%.

Weekly
Inflation-January 2014
Inflation for January 2014 was 0.5%, which was just
below the average rate of 0.6% for January of the last
five years. As the 12.0% increase in the national minimum
wage took effect on January 6, 2014, the pace of inflation
in the ‘Furnishings, Household Equipment and Routine
Household Maintenance’ division recorded the highest
divisional increase with a 2.9% inflation rate. The heaviest
weighted division, ‘Food and Non-Alcoholic Beverages’
saw its month over month inflation rate slow from 0.5% in
December 2013 to 0.4% for January 2013 as consumers
paid less due to moderate increases in the supplies of
key vegetables and starchy foods. Overall, all divisions
with the exception of ‘Furnishings, Household Equipment
and Routine Household Maintenance’, recorded inflation
rates below 1.0%. The outturn in January resulted in a 12
month point-to-point inflation rate of 9.3%, relative to the
8.3% for January 2013. Meanwhile the fiscal-year-to-date
inflation was 7.1% which is below the Bank of Jamaica’s
target range of 8.5% to 10.5%.
The expectation that the depreciation in the currency should
cool to levels seen in 2012, bodes well for a reduction in
inflationary pressures in 2014. Economic growth should
remain weak which will curtail the passthrough effects of
higher input costs. In addition, commodity price pressures
are likely to remain in check due to subdued oil prices as
US production increases. That being said, local electricity
provider, JPS, is currently negotiating a rate increase which
is expected to materialize in the current year. As such,
we expect an increase in the ‘Housing, Water, Electricity,
Gas & Other Fuels’ Index due to higher electricity costs.
There is also the ever present risk of adverse weather
conditions, which could trigger an increase in prices in
the most heavily weighted index ‘Food and Non-Alcoholic
Beverages’

JMD Money Market
The Bank of Jamaica issued a 365-day VR CD on Thursday with
an initial coupon of 9.03%. The instrument absorbed $711M
on Friday to close the week with total participation of $845M
and is scheduled to close on Tuesday, February 25th. JMD
market liquidity improved last week due to various liquidity
operations carried out by the Bank of Jamaica. As a result, JMD
broker market rates declined last week despite pushback from
net lenders for higher rates. This week, J$6.1B is expected to
flow into the market putting additional downward pressure on
market rates. J$5.1B of this inflow is expected from the GOJ
7.00% 2014 Retail Notes which mature on Monday, February
24th.
USD liquidity conditions were moderate last week with relatively
low demand reflected in the broker market, especially for
shorter tenured funds. Liquidity conditions are expected to
improve significantly with inflows of US$266M from the GOJ
7.00% 2014 BMI Notes which matures on Monday, February
24th. Market rates are expected to decline significantly this
week

Foreign Exchange Market
Selling

Close:
Close:
Change
14/02/14 21/02/14
J$/US$1
107.85
108.12
+$0.27
J$/CDN$1
98.15
98.01
-$0.14
J$/GBP£1
180.63
180.54
-$0.09
The US dollar steadily climbed during the course of last
week. Weak supplies and increased demand for the green
back resulted in a $0.27 week on week depreciation relative
to the $0.08 depreciation in the prior week. On Friday
the dollar closed at a weighted average selling rate of
J$108.12:US$1.00.
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GOJ Globals
Jaman global bond market activity was fairly subdued until Friday when demand for 19s increased quite a bit with
trades going through as high as 102.15. The week closed
with bids on 19s at 102 while 17s were offered at 110.75
and 15s at 104.50. In the wider emerging market, Venezuela continued to be in the spotlight as street protests
rock the country and bonds getting a beat down.

Indicative Levels - GOJ Globals
Bid

Offer

2014

101.250

103.250

5.24%

2015

103.000

105.000

4.86%

2017

109.750

111.750

6.61%

2019

101.000

103.000

7.17%

2022

125.500

128.000

6.95%

2025

102.500

104.500

8.63%

2036

95.000

97.000

8.81%

2039

85.750

87.750

9.28%

Offer Yield*

International News
Just as the world’s third-largest economy is about to hit
headwinds from an April sales tax hike, growth is already
coming in well below expectations given sluggish exports
and lackluster consumer spending and capital expenditure.
Japan’s economy grew at a much slower pace than expected
in the fourth quarter, expanding at an annual 1.0%, well
below the median forecast of 2.8%. Given the prospect
that the positive effects of the monetary stimulus and fiscal
spending could be fading, expectations are rising that the
Bank of Japan (BOJ) will have to increase its purchases of
bonds and other assets. The Central Bank governor has
indicated that it would not hesitate to act if risks to the BOJ’s
forecasts materialize.
Britain posted a smaller-than-forecast budget surplus in
January as taxes from incomes and company profits fell.
Revenue exceeded spending by 4.7B pounds ($7.8B),
compared with 6B pounds a year earlier. If maintained, the
full-year deficit would fall to just under the 111B pounds or
6.8% of GDP.

Euro-Area January Consumer Prices Rise More Than First
Estimated
Euro-area consumer prices grew more than initially estimated
in January, easing pressure on the European Central Bank
to take action next month to counter low inflation and spur
growth.
Consumer prices rose an annual 0.8 percent after a similar
gain in December, the European Union’s statistics office in
Luxembourg said today. That exceeds Eurostat’s initial Jan.
31 estimate of 0.7 percent. Still, it’s the fourth consecutive
reading of less than 1 percent. The Frankfurt-based central
bank aims to keep inflation at just under 2 percent.
ECB President Mario Draghi said over the weekend that policy
makers are ready to add to stimulus if the outlook for prices
deteriorates, though there are currently no signs of euro-area
deflation.
“We don’t have any evidence of people postponing their
expenditure plans with a view to buying the same thing at
lower prices; in other words we don’t see what is defined to be
deflation,” Draghi said after a Group of 20 meeting in Sydney.
“We are aware of the risks. The Governing Council is willing
and ready to take any action in case these risks were to gain
strength.” Energy prices fell an annual 1.2 percent in January
*NB: The rates quoted above are opening indicative levels on the international market and are
subject to change as market conditions vary throughout the trading session. Additionally, the
prices quoted to clients of NCB Capital Market Limited (NCBCML) are adjusted to reflect the
costs associated with completing the transaction on the respective client’s behalf.
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after stagnating in December, according to today’s report.
The core inflation rate, which strips out volatile items such
as energy, food, alcohol and tobacco, rose to 0.8 percent
from 0.7 percent. In the month, overall prices fell 1.1
percent.
On Feb. 6, Draghi put investors on a month’s notice for
further economic stimulus, saying the Frankfurt-based
central bank needed “to get more information” on the
recovery before making any decision. The ECB held its
benchmark interest rate at a record-low 0.25 percent this
month.
Bank of Israel Unexpectedly Cuts Benchmark Rate to
0.75%
The Bank of Israel unexpectedly lowered the benchmark
lending rate for the first time in five months, as inflation
slows and growth remains muted.
The five-member monetary policy panel, led by Governor
Karnit Flug, cut borrowing costs by a quarter of a percentage
point to 0.75 percent. Five of 24 economists surveyed by
Bloomberg forecast the decision, while the remainder
predicted no cut. The shekel immediately weakened, and
was trading at 3.5173 against the dollar at 6:42 p.m. local
time.
“The CPI for the month of January surprised to the
downside,” the Bank of Israel said in its decision. “Consumer
confidence indices continued to signal pessimism.”
Some traders had bet the central bank would pare the rate.
One-year interest rate swaps, an indicator for interest rates
over the period, fell by as much 6 basis points in the past
10 days to 0.89 percent, the lowest level in a month.
“There are more and more signs that the economy is
entering a period of slower growth,” with inflation pointing
to “weakness” in many consumer categories, said Amir
Haik, chief economist at Union Bank of Israel Ltd., and one
of the five economists who predicted the decision. “Also
globally, there are signs that growth may be slowing in
some economies,” including China and the U.S., he said
before the announcement.

Policy makers have gradually cut the rate from 3.25 percent
in 2011 in an effort to curb the shekel’s gains and help
exports, which account for about a third of Israel’s $273
billion economy. The Bank of Israel has also been buying
dollars to weaken the currency, bringing reserves to a record
$83.2 billion at the end of January. The currency climbed 7.5
percent against the dollar last year, the most of 31 major
currencies tracked by Bloomberg.
The Manufacturers Association of Israel, which had criticized
Flug for holding rates steady for four months, welcomed what
it said was a “responsible and prudent decision.” The group
renewed its demand to cut borrowing costs to 0.25 percent
and called for more aggressive foreign currency purchases.
Carney Says BOE Won’t Take Risks With U.K. Economic
Recovery
Bank of England Governor Mark Carney said a new phase of
forward guidance is intended to give assurance that officials
will support the economic rebound.
“We will not take risks with the recovery,” Carney said in an
interview with Australian newspapers published yesterday.
“We are going to set the path of monetary policy in a way that
ensures that we see sustainable growth in jobs and incomes
and in spending.”
Carney said the revised framework for forward guidance that
he introduced earlier this month reflects the necessity for a
“more complex set of judgments” than was needed in the first
phase, where there was a link to the unemployment rate. The
bank changed its approach after the jobless rate fell faster
than officials had forecast toward the 7 percent threshold for
considering an interest-rate increase.
“We’ve made it through the easy phase of guidance, which
is to say what we would not do,” Carney, 48, said on the
sidelines of the Group of 20 meeting of finance ministers and
central bankers in Sydney. “Now it becomes a question of
what will we do, and how and under what criteria, as the
economy continues to recover.”

Inflation Focus
While rebounding exports in the fourth quarter of 2013
led many analysts to expect borrowing costs would hold,
the central bank focused on inflation that slowed to 1.4
percent in the 12 months through January and growth that
expanded a lower-than-forecast 2.3 percent.
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NCB Capital Markets Ltd (formerly Edward Gayle and Co.) established in 1968 is Jamaica’s oldest stockbrokers. The company became a part of the
NCB Group in 1994 and a fully owned subsidiary in October 2002. In December 2002, the then Edward Gayle and Co. was merged with another
NCB subsidiary, NCB Investments. The products distributed by this combined subsidiary cover the traditional money market product offerings (J$
and US$ Repos), primary dealer services, stock brokerage and investment advisory services. Edward Gayle was renamed NCB Capital Markets Ltd.
in October 2003.

NCB Capital Markets Limited (“NCBCML”) through its representative(s) has provided information to you on various financial products and services
and investment opportunities for information and educational purposes only. While NCBCML has made every effort to ensure that the information
provided to you is accurate and based on research and analysis that we have carried out or derived from sources that we believe to be accurate
and reliable, NCBCML makes no representations or warranties about the accuracy, completeness or suitability for any purpose of the information
published and will not be liable for any loss which you or anyone else may suffer in reliance on the information we have provided to you. This Report
does not take into account the specific investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of any specific recipient and therefore this Report
should not be regarded by recipients as a substitute for the exercise of their own judgment or for obtaining advice directly from one of our investment
advisors.

Important Disclosures:

The views expressed in this report are the views of NCB Capital Markets Ltd at the date of this report.
In accordance with Section 39 (I) of the Securities Act of 1993, NCB Capital Markets Limited hereby states that it is a subsidiary of NCB Jamaica Ltd.
and to that extent may be regarded as interested in the acquisition or disposal of the shares of NCB Jamaica Ltd. However, the company acts in a
proper and professional manner in making any recommendations regarding shares listed on the Jamaica Stock Exchange. Share prices may fluctuate
and past performance is not necessarily a guarantee of future returns.
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